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AMAZING THINKER 360

There are no non-genius
people, there are dormant
genii. Wake up!
Listen to others,
listen to yourself,
listen to the Universe
Think hard. Then close
your eyes and quiet your
mind to gain true insight

Dream big dreams, commit
to your true passion,
and you will learn to fly!
Don't let the vanity
cacophony mute
your life symphony!
Do something impossible
to discover your true power
and spread your wings!
KoRe

KoRe 10 Tip for Awakening Your Inner Genius
1. Dream big dreams. Big dreams lead to big breakthroughs; small dreams lead to
small breakthroughs. Stretch your dreams, and your dreams will stretch you.
2. Cultivate a burning desire to make the world amazingly better. Love the world,
love others to awaken the true soul of your genius.
3. Believe you are a genius. There are no non-genius people, there are dormant
genii. If your genius is a sleeping beauty, kiss her!
4. Strive to achieve something impossible to unleash your true talents.
5. Open your mind to new ideas. Listen to yourself, listen to the world, listen to
others to attract and synergize diverse insights.
6. Love learning. Constantly search for new knowledge that will help you make
your dream a reality and fulfill your life mission.
7. Love what you do – your inner genius starts whispering when you do your
creative work passionately or play with the objects you love.
8. Alternate brainstorming with relaxation to take a “helicopter view” of your
work and discover opportunities to improve the big picture.
9. Listen to your intuition, your first thought, yet very powerful sixth sense. Learn
how to engage your subconscious mind and ideate on autopilot.
10. Listen to the Universe and learn to notice and understand the signals the
Universe sends you.
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